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OCA Oracle Database 11g: SQL Fundamentals I: A Real World Certification Guide (1ZO-051)Packt Publishing, 2011

	The Oracle Database 11g: SQL Fundamentals I exam is the first stepping stone in getting the Oracle Certified Associate Certification for Oracle Database 11g. The SQL programming language is used in every major relational database today and understanding the real world application of it is the key to becoming a successful DBA.


	This...
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JBoss EAP6 High AvailabilityPackt Publishing, 2013

	From the basic uses of JBoss EAP6 through to advanced clustering techniques, this book is the perfect way to learn how to achieve a system designed for high availability. All that's required is some basic knowledge of Linux/Unix.


	Overview

	
		A thorough introduction to the new domain mode provided by...
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Stories that Move Mountains: Storytelling and Visual Design for Persuasive PresentationsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2012

	Learn how to use stories and visuals to make top–notch presentations


	It′s called CAST (Content, Audience, Story, & Tell) and it′s been a quiet success, until now. Developed over a twelve year period as a presentation method to help Enterprise Architects, it was adopted by Microsoft Enterprise...
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The Creative Digital DarkroomO'Reilly, 2008

	
		This tutorial takes photographers beyond the quick tips and gimmicky effects of many digital photography books. Author Katrin Eismann -- an internationally acclaimed artist, bestselling author, and gifted educator -- offers high-profile work, including her own, as examples for teaching photographers how to use the digital medium to...
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Design Creativity 2010Springer, 2010

	What is ‘design creativity’? It is impossible to answer this question without considering why human beings can – and do – ‘design’. Design creativity is instrumental in not only addressing social problems faced across the world,  but also evoking an innate appreciation for beauty and a sense of...
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Your Leadership Story: Use Your Story to Energize, Inspire, and MotivateBerrett-Koehler Publishers, 2015

	Stories have power. They move people in a way that facts and figures can't. Many leaders use stories as a tool, but leadership development expert Tim Tobin says most have no idea what tale their own leadership is telling. He shows how, by thinking of your career as a narrative—with a plot, characters, and an...
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Variceal HemorrhageSpringer, 2014

	Variceal Hemorrhage provides an update of the evidence concerning several aspects of variceal hemorrhage. The book features new information on natural history, diagnosis of esophageal varices, assessment of the risk of bleeding and identification of high risk groups and patients who may benefit or be harmed from different treatments....
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Innovations in Rehabilitation Sciences Education: Preparing Leaders for the FutureSpringer, 2005

	The genesis of this book arose from our educational consultations with many physiotherapy

	and occupational therapy colleagues around the world. In the course of presenting

	workshops that were primarily focused on problem-based learning (PBL), it

	became very clear to us that educators in the rehabilitation sciences were very...
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Raspberry Pi 3 Projects for Java ProgrammersPackt Publishing, 2017

	Learn the art of building enticing projects by unleashing the potential of Raspberry Pi 3 using Java


	About This Book

	
		Explore the small yet powerful mini computer in order to run java applications
	
		Leverage Java libraries to build exciting projects on home automation, IoT, and Robotics by...
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Overview of the PMBOK® Guide: Paving the Way for PMP® CertificationSpringer, 2012

	This book is a valuable resource as it provides an introduction to project management’s generally recognized good practices as described in A Guide to the Project Management Body of Knowledge (PMBOK® Guide)– Fourth Edition, published by Project Management Institute (PMI), the world’s leading association...
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Amazing Java: Learn Java Quickly!Andrei Besedin, 2017

	

	Do you know Java is being used worldwide? These days it is difficult to find a platform not running on Java. Their uses begin from commercial e-commerce website to Android apps, from desktop applications to games, from financial applications to scientific applications, from J2ME applications to open source library...
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Four Words for Friend: Why Using More Than One Language Matters Now More Than EverYale University Press, 2019

	
		A compelling argument about the importance of using more than one language in today’s world

		

		In a world that has English as its global language and rapidly advancing translation technology, it’s easy to assume that the need to use more than one language will diminish—but Marek Kohn argues...
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